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AMANDINE PETIT MISS NORMANDIE IS ELECTED MISS FRANCE 2021 MARKING
THE CENTENARY
ANTISEMITIC TWEETS ATTACK 2nd RUNNER UP 

Paris, Washington DC, 21.12.2020, 01:12 Time

USPA NEWS - Amandine Petit was elected, the new Miss France 2021, during the Cremona evening transmitted on the TV channel,
Tf1, in France. Amandine Petit was Miss Normandy, she is 23 years old, she is pretty, blonde with blue eyes, student in master 2, in
Caen, aims to run an nursing home and dreams of curing patients of Alzheimer's disease, born in Normandy and comes from a small
village, called Bourguebus in Calvados (Next to Caen). Chosen among the 29 candidates aged 18 to 24, Amandine Petit, succeeds
Clemence Botino, the Miss France 2020, who was the Miss Guadeloupe. The only shadow to this magnificent ceremony, very
successful despite the COVID-19 pandemic, which had brought glitter enlivening this complicated love of health measures imposed by
the worrying and distressing situation of the SARS-COV epidemic, is the attacks suffered by the second runner up, April Banayoum,
Miss provence, who was targeted by anti-Semitic tweets.
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Bourguebus in Calvados (Next to Caen). Chosen among the 29 candidates aged 18 to 24, Amandine Petit, succeeds Clemence
Botino, the Miss France 2020, who was the Miss Guadeloupe.The only shadow to this magnificent ceremony, very successful despite
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distressing situation of the SARS-COV epidemic, is the attacks suffered by the second runner up, April Banayoum, Miss provence,
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Indeed, Miss Provence, April Benayoum, who finished first runner-up, was the target of attacks in the form of anti-Semist tweets,
sparking outrage from the political class. This year, the ceremony marks the centenary of beauty contests in France.
The runner up, Miss Provence, April Benayoum, had evoked on social networks the origin of her father, who is Israeli, thus unleashing
a miss hatred towards the Jewish origin of her father.-------------------------------------------------------------------------
"I myself have quite varied origins: my mother is Serbian-Croatian, and my father Israeli-Italian", explained the young student in her
portrait, broadcast at the beginning of the program, describing himself as "passionate about geography and the discovery of other
cultures ". Several associations fighting against anti-Semitism and many political figures have given their support, Saturday 19 and
Sunday 20 December, to April Benayoum, the first runner-up of Miss France 2021. Some hateful messages advocate the Holocaust or
relay conspiracy theories, and call for a boycott of his candidacy because of his Israeli ancestry. To date, Twitter has not spoken out
and has not erased anti-Semitic tweets.
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